
With the Amplify® ELAR Texas* Curriculum Complement, schools and
districts:
       Get even more out of existing investments
       Add relevance or rigor to any lesson
       Provide more reading choice for students 
       Save teachers' time finding, vetting, & aligning content 

Ensure every student can access background knowledge and discussions

*All provider names and trademarks are property of their respective owners. Providers not explicitly listed as collaborators or partners 
were not involved in the development of Newsela Curriculum Complements. Inclusion does not indicate the company’s approval or 
endorsement of the Curriculum Complement(s).

The text sets have TEKS-aligned implementation guides that include: a lesson guide, ELL supports,
SEL connections, extension opportunities, and TEKS and ELPS alignment.
Each lesson's TEKS were chosen from the Texas Readiness Standards.
English language learners benefit from the menu of scaffolds provided at the lesson and unit level.
Texas Connections and texts available in Spanish are highlighted within applicable lessons.

Get the most out of your existing materials by effortlessly adding content that's fresh, engaging,
accessible, and organized to work alongside what you're already using. 

For Amplify® ELAR Texas*, we reviewed the scope and sequence for grades 6-8 and built a resource
with Newsela's content that teachers can use directly alongside it.

The Curriculum Complement has eight units per grade level, including text sets of engaging, relevant,
real-world content that match each unit's topics, themes, and text types. The text sets offer
opportunities to deepen students' understanding of the curricular content (like building background
knowledge and making topical connections) and support priority skill development. 

 

Curriculum Complement
for 
Amplify® ELAR Texas*

This Curriculum Complement is available with Newsela ELA.



Get in touch to see a demo of this Curriculum Complement. Contact us at: 
newsela.com/about/solutions/for-your-state/texas/

*All provider names and trademarks are property of their respective owners. Providers not explicitly listed as collaborators or partners were not 
involved in the development of Newsela Curriculum Complements. Inclusion does not indicate the company’s approval or endorsement of the 
Curriculum Complement(s).

Students  will learn about
different types of poetry. They
will learn about influential
poets. Students will also
analyze how language can
create a sense of suspense.
They will explore how
perspective plays a role in the
reader’s understanding of a
story.

This Unit looks at Roald Dahl
and works similar to his
allowing students to make
connections to their own lives
and experiences. It includes
opportunities to explore ideas
for students' own narrative
writing assignments and
connections with similar
genres.

Roald Dahl book
republished after
decades out of print

Authors: Edgar Allan Poe

The Wright brothers'
invention process

Story of Frankenstein's
monster still popular 200
years later

Introduction to found
poetry

“What was the Question?”: A
poem by Ann Jacobus

The Buried Moon

. I

Movies in our mindz

Washington's latest tell-all
memoir: Secrets of a
preschool girl gone viral

Grade 6 - Unit 6A: 
Dahl and Narrative
,

Grade 7 - Unit 7D:
Poetry and Poe

Grade 8 - Unit 8C: Science
and Science Fiction 

Sample Newsela texts for Amplify® ELAR Texas*

ARTS& CULTURE 

SCIENCE & MATH

ARTS & CLUTUTRE PEOM

ARTS

ARTS 

KIDS

FICTION

U.S.. HISTORY

Students will read articles and
stories about monsters. They
will determine how monsters
add to stories and infer why
authors use monster
characters. They will also be
able to analyze short stories to
analyze the author’s themes.


